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Isolation and
segregation
not a good
combination
ARTHUR H. CAMINS
GUEST CONTRIBUTOR
Mr. Casey, my high school English teacher, was fond of
proclaiming, “From suffering alone comes wisdom.” There
seems to be plenty of suffering around, but insufficiently
distributed wisdom to protect our nation from the alarming
triple threats to our democracy from escalating authoritarianism, inequality and divisiveness. I wonder: What is it that
turns the banality of suffering into wisdom? Why do some
people turn against one another in tough times, while others
toward one another? Moreover, what can be done to transform the wisdom of observers into mass engaged action?
As a teenager with a typical level of angst, I thought Mr.
Casey was especially insightful. After all, maybe I too could
be wise. His gift was to help to nudge natural self-centeredness toward empathy. But it was the civil rights and antiwar
movements of the 1960s that connected my self-absorbed
worries with deeper struggles in the world around me and
gave me a lifelong sense of belonging and purpose.
Personal suffering may sensitize people to the plight of
others, but that is insufficient for a successful organized
resistance. That requires empathy and a sense of belonging,
shared experiences with common goals across typical divisions, and development of agency.
Elected officials will not address current threats to democracy and equity on their own. They never have. In the
short-term, that responsibility rests on the shoulders of community activists. It always has. For the future, that obligation
falls to educators. They have always been the hope.
Globalization, pervasive information technology, and escalating automation provide new contexts, but today’s
threats are not unique. U.S. History is replete with examples
of how the empowered have fostered divisiveness to protect
their privileges: Poor whites against freed slaves and their
descendants; Men against women; old immigrants against
recent arrivals; previously persecuted religious sects against
new religious minorities; underpaid American workers
against more exploited foreign workers in developing countries. The list is endless. Alternatively, the potential for unity
across these groups to challenge power and insist on a more
equitable future is monumental.
Historically, authoritarianism, lies, and repression have
been the turn-to solutions when elites perceived a challenge.
Today, the empowerment and collective action of women,
voter participation of non-whites and newer immigrants, and
organized workers pose such threats. They challenge those
who rely on dark American myths of a dog-eat-dog competitive meritocracy and self-reliance to justify their position.
Isolation breeds ignorance of the unknown other. Isolation
makes us stupid. I use the term stupid purposefully. I do not
mean intellectually limited. Rather, I mean committedly
ignorant about matters of personal and social consequence.
Such ignorance and stupidity are enabled when selfishness is
exalted over empathy in the context of competition for structurally limited resources. Such ignorance and stupidity are
promoted when the empowered encourage the disempowered to distrust each other and reject reason and evidence.
Trump offers narrow tribal fear as a unifying counterpoint to the erosion of community cohesion in a society of
changing demographics and cultural norms, increasing
wealth disparity and job security. The essence of the authoritarian appeal is, “You are powerless. You cannot trust others.
Only I can solve your problems. Be out for yourself.”
Fortunately, many Americans do not accept or identify
with a disempowering dystopian mindset. Let us not forget
that a minority of voters elected Trump. They were but a
minority of all eligible voters. His disapproval ratings in
polls are strikingly high. Those facts have several strategic
implications. First, there is a large potential constituency for
oppositional action. Second, there are many untapped yet-tobe engaged activists among the roughly half of American
voters who didn’t vote– out of anger and apathy.
And, I am not ready to write off every Trump voter.
Shared experiences enable belonging, empathy, common goals, and action
The good news is that we know the antidotes. We know
what brings people together.
Shared experience across perceived differences combats
the stupidity that isolation fosters. Community activists and
educators can lead front-line push back, engaging citizens
and students across traditionally divisive lines in explicitly
designed shared experiences.
A disciplined resistance movement can provide an alternative sense of belonging by organizing around shared
unifying concerns, such as health care, fair wages, equitable
local, states and federal taxes, high quality public education,
protecting Social Security, expanding Medicare, protecting
the environment, and sustainable development. Purposefully,
doing so across neighborhood boundaries and workplaces
enables empathy and identification with the suffering of
others and structures for action.
Similarly, integrated schools that emphasize academic, as
well as social and emotional learning can build trust and a
common sense of belonging. Curricula that infuse personal
and social meaning into daily instruction offers the possibility for young people to see past selfish concerns.
I imbibed the lessons of Mr. Casey’s English class in 1967,
a time of suffering but also an era of hope. The wisdom that
carries forth and provides a guide to action is that isolation
and segregation make us stupid. Belonging and integration
make us smart. Common struggle makes a difference.
Arthur H. Camins is a lifelong educator. Most recently, he
was the director of the Center for Innovation in Engineering
and Science Education at the Stevens Institute of Technology
in Hoboken, N.J. He has taught and been an administrator in
New York City, Massachusetts, and Louisville, Kentucky. The
ideas expressed in this article are his alone. His writings are
collected at www.arthurcamins.com . Follow on Twitter:
@arthurcamins
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Your Trump tramp stamp cartoon
is disgusting, disrespectful

Cartoonist ended up w
a caricature of himself

President Trump shouldn't be disrespected by this paper or any — really tired of the Courier-Journal leaning
more and more left and taking more and more liberties
(such as this Trump Tramp Stamp). I find you disgusting.
If Obama had been represented in a similar fashion over,
say, Benghazi, I would have similarly written in and Murphy would have been labeled a disrespectful racist, at a
minimum, and lost his job — double standard. We're all on
the same plane here as the frequent analogy goes — don't
denigrate the pilot or we will all go down. Will you continue to ride your classless, liberal slant into your own
demise? You are about to lose yet another subscription,
but then I'm fairly conservative, so no great loss to you all.
Maureen H. King
Prospect, Kentucky 40059

I was amused to see that Mar
Murphy finally “outed” himself
displaying his communist tattoo
his backside in today’s paper. Ho
ever, his name, crediting the car
toon, should have been written o
the back of his shirt in bold lette
along with “Former Unelected
Jefferson County Commonwealt
Attorney.” Some people might n
have recognized him. Otherwise
the caricature he drew of himse
was perfect.
Larry L. Duncan
La Grange, Kentucky 40031

Imagining America
under President Pence
MATTHEW TULLY
INDIANAPOLIS STAR
It seems quite reasonable to consider the
possibility that Donald J. Trump will leave the
presidency at some point before the end of this
term. Will he quit in a historic huff? Will he be
pushed out by Congress? Or will he be lured
away to host a reality show on Russian TV?
While I don’t dispute the possibility that I could
be wrong, the increasingly paranoid, reckless,
authoritarian and generally unstable behavior
of our new president makes it hard to see how
the country or his own party sustains four years
of this.
I’ve been thinking a lot lately about the president Mike Pence would be. As the great actor
Albert Brooks put it on Twitter over the weekend, amid Trump’s outburst accusing President
Obama of wiretapping him: “President Mike
Pence. The president, Mike Pence. President
Pence … I was just practicing.”
Now, I’ll never argue that I know the vice
president in any significant way. But those of us
who toil in Indiana politics were able to see the
nation’s No. 2 up close when he was a candidate
for governor and then governor.
We saw him through political crises, such as
the religious freedom debacle and the embarrassing plot to create a state-run news outlet. At
his best, we saw him forge impressive deals,
such as his Medicaid agreement with the Obama
administration and his push for the state’s first
investment in preschool. At his ideological
worst, he killed a federal preschool grant
application and signed an abortion bill everyone
knew would be struck down.
In recent weeks, amid various Trump meltdowns and mistakes, it seems like conversations
about Pence have centered on one certain question: Would a President Pence be any better than
President Trump?
Here’s the bottom line: Whether you reside
on the political right or the left, or anywhere in
the middle, Pence would be an upgrade. I say
this as someone who arguably has written more
critical columns about him than anyone, as
someone who criticized both his politics and his
leadership, and as someone who once wrote that
he was “out of his league” as governor.
Yes, I would then surely join many others in
opposing many of Pence’s policies. I would worry about the influence of divisive culture warriors in his inner circle.
I would criticize him for joining the Trump
team in the first place and for being an enabler
of the president’s antics.
Then I’d take a deep breath and be thankful
that a human being who has exhibited stability,
calmness and caution was sitting in the Oval
Office. I’d read about North Korea nervously,
but not quite as nervously as I do now.
JOEL CHRISTOPHER
EXECUTIVE EDITOR, 502-582-4295
jchristopher@courier-journal.com

I keep thinkin
back to Pence’s
years as Indiana’
governor. Within
those years, year
filled with so mu
deserved criticis
I find clear evide
that Pence is sim
a better person a
leader than his b
By better, I mean
that he has more
the basic qualitie
you want to see i
leader, particular
a president, than
Trump does:
» Pence has ne
Vice President Mike Pence
er spewed disgus
the institutions a
ideals that sit at the core of our democracy,
from the free press and the courts, to Congre
and the ability of people to challenge their le
ers. I disagree quite often with Pence’s politi
views, but I don’t fear that his goal is to bully
otherwise shut down the institutions and trad
tions that have made America great. He seem
to respect these institutions, in fact.
» He doesn’t see enemies everywhere. Tak
the religious freedom controversy. Indeed, h
stumbled when questioned and lost control o
the debate, and he surrounded himself with a
out-of-touch group before signing the bill. Bu
here is what he didn’t do — he didn’t lash out
his critics or his staff; he didn’t label those of
questioning him as enemies or liars; he didn’
offer conspiracy theories; he didn’t descend
deep and dark places for his information; and
actually listened to critics.
» While many mock Pence’s strict adheren
to talking points, and it is indeed frustrating,
trait does make clear that he understands the
value of carefully choosing one’s words. It su
gests he sees the value in stable, consistent
messaging. It shows that he understands the
damage that can come with reckless words.
Imagine that.
With Trump’s conspiracy tweets about Ob
ma, he showed that he is in no way suited for
presidency. He showed that he is a reckless a
dangerous man, and either dishonest or delu
sional. He once again made it easy to imagin
scenario in which he at some point loses or
leaves his job.
Mike Pence would not be my preferred pr
dent. Not by a long shot. But he’s not unhinge
he’s not reckless, and he’s not mean.
That alone guarantees he would be an upgrade.
Matthew Tully is a columnist for The Indi
apolis Star, where this piece first appeared.
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